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Uv IPROJECT APPRAISAL REPORT (PAR) 

1. "0,LCT N,,. 2. PAR FOR PERIOD; 3. COUNTRY 4. PAR SERIAL NO. 

489-22-6-0-696 Sept. 1972 ToNov. 1976 Korea 1977-2 
Oj(:CT. It TITLE 

Elenentary/Middle School Pilot Project 

ATE6. PIROJLiCT PTE4ATESL ,PflOP 8. DATE LATEST PIP g. DATE PRIOR PAR 
Ends CV FP._roect N ADURATION: Began CY_._9_ --' 1 4 =5 '7 Noaper N one 

Obligation, Current dtmoed 

FUNDING , $ 2. 5 m ilio Budget; $ Aflter Curront FY: $
 

10. U.S. a. Cumuloive b. FY Estimated iC. E Budget to completion 

11. KEY ACTION AGENTS (Contractor, Participating Agency or Voluntary Agency) 

a. NAME b. CONTRACT, PASA OR VOL. AG. NO. 
Seou,Krea Impem'enting
 

Korean Educational Development Institute (KEDI.), Seou, Korea Aency of the
 

Loan Project. 

Florida State University (FSU) Institutional Contract. 

I. NEW ACTIONS PROPOSED AND REQUESTED AS A RESULT OF THIS EVALUATION 

A. ACTION (X) B. LIST OF ACTIONS C. PROPOSED ACTION 
USAID AI o'W HOST COMPLETION DATE 

With the transmission system scheduled for 
completion by June 1977, no new actions are 
proposed or requested as a result of this 
evaluation. 

D0. REPLNIN VUIRES E. DATE OF MISSION REVIEW 
RE.VISED Onl NEWt O PROP [ PIP [: PRO AG[]PO T [ 1 1O/c IOpt/ ' {-% 

P '3O j CET M AN AG LR;TY P ED N AM E E D IN ITI A L-AN OD- .SIGNM IS' N DIR EC TO R : TYP D AM ESIGN E D IN ITIA L ANkO A T ' 

Mary C. Neville ) 411/167G AID Rep.Dennis P. Barrett 11/19/76
In~~i let P. r' n I 11/19/ i 



AO '5 (10-701 #1040JICT No. AI FOR PEW_*RIO),i 

o1 fCOUNTRY -., 489-22-640-696 I-1o -76 J Korea 
1. PERFORMANCE OF KEY INPUTS ANID ACTION AGENTS

A. INPUT CR ACTION AGENT 1. PERFORMAUCEUNSATIS. AGAINST PLAN C.IMPORTANCE FOR ACHIEVINGOUT.CON,TRACTOR. PARTICIPATING AGENCY OR VOLUNTARY FACTORY 
PROJECT PURPOSE (X) '

" 
SATISFACTORY STANDING LO MAGENCY HIGH 

2 S R V MEDIUM 

i. KE DI X X 
2. Florida State University X X 

3. -

Comment on key foctors determining ratingKey factors reflected by the KEDI ratifig ab6ve include a) KEDI's outstanding successin overcoming resistance to educational change and thereby gaining widespread publicsupport for the E-M Project, an accomplishment which enabled KEDI to implement tryouts and demonstratiolis in pilot and cooperative 'chools distributed nation-wide; b)KEDI's capability in developing and validating the pilot instructional system; and c) the!quality of the KEDI system which has been so favorably received by students, parents,teachers, school administrators, and leaders of the Korean educational community thatthe MOE has informally indicated its intention to implement the system on a nationalscale. For comment on FSU rating, see continuation of II. A. "FSU Rating"
4 . P A R TI C I P A hW'CT R A I R ING 

4 81 
 I I8
 

Corrmont on kay factors determining rating
Out of the total of 25 KE DI staff members who received U.S. training under the E-MProject, each person who completed training returned to KEDI for a significant periodoftime, at least the periodfor which the trainee was obligated to work for the E-Mproject, in consideration of the training privilege which he- or she had received. o.di(yn% 

S. COt&IOUITiS " No 2 4 7" 

C,'nmant on Iey foctorb dotorming ratingInitial major studio equipment was installed in January 1976, and after. the 30-day,.°-conditional test the studio system was accepted by KEDI in February 1976. The
initial. equipment is properly utilized for production of instructional television and
radio programs. The quality of the studio system was recognized by the ITV stems
 

G. COOPERATING o. PEMSONNEL a a * t I a4 XCOUNTRY
 
b'.
OTHEr X 2 X 

Comment on koy factors determining rating 
The ability of KEDI personnel has merited confidence and respect'of the MOE andas a result the MOE has looked to KEDI for high-level- policy, guidance andspecialized assistance. These unforeseen and heavy demands on.the expertise ofK_]DI staff indicate objectively the recognized capability of KEDI..personnel. The ..:lccal currency budget of KEDI of $9,115,700 has been committed for the life ofthe project and so far ROKG has provided adequate local cur.ency. 

OHR DONORS I't I' iI' '.IT 

keeNext Page for Cotmmenis on 0111er Donors 
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II.A. FSU Rating(Cont'd) 

Key factors reflected in the FSU rating include a) the quality 
of the consultative services provided by FSU in the areas of 
curriculum development, R&D, ITV, and application of modern 
technology to the educational process; b) FSU's leadership in 
directing the development of the E-M system by frequent and 
regular visits of the FSU Project Director; c) FSU's effort to 
tailor-make the participant training program to meet specific 
needs for the development of the E-M pilot program; and d) their 
ability to assist KEDI to establish linkages with other strong U.S. 
centers for educational technology. 
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4. Participant Training (Cont'd)
 

completion of the obligation 
 period, 3 staff members, each of whomhad received 6 months of U.S. training, left KEDI for positionsindustry or university teaching, 
in 

but all other staff members who havecompleted their U.S. training are currently working for the E-M
project 
 at KEDI, doing research and ITV production work anddeveloping instructional materials. The fact that their U.S. trainingprovided them with the capability to engage in research and produceto
curriculum materials of quality is demonstrated by the positive feedback of the MOE and the continuing commitment of the MOE toproceed with plans for nationwide implementation of the E-M project
 
materials.
 

5. Commodities (Cont'd)
 

consultants provided under 
 the FSU contract. Nation-wide implementation schedule for 1979 will require additional studio equipment, and
plans have been made to meet this need.
 

In their 
hope for national implementation of the new E-M system,.the ROKG officials desired to have a permanent transmitter to covera substantial area of the country, and theythus entered into a contractwith the Tethered Communications (TCOM), a subsidiary of Westinghouse,to provide a transmission system via aerostats (TCOM balloons). Whilethis transmitter was not funded by the AID loan, the operation of it
will have impact on transmission
an of E-M programs. CurrentlyTCOM is committed to complete the transmission facility by June. 1977.
Pending availability of KEDI's own 
 transmission facility, KEDI hasreceived from ROKG assurance of access to the KBS transmitter asan alternative in order to prevent an adverse effect theon E-M project. 

The library materials procured through the services of FSU haveprovided essential reference materials for the researcherscurriculum specialists to produce the 
and 

quality materials described in 
item 4 above. 



III. Outputs and Output Indicators 

A. Construction of Buildings 

Using local currency KEDI has constructed two separate
 
modern buildings, one building providing adequate 
 space and working
 
facilitiesfor 298 R&D personnel and administrative staff, and the other
 
building housing the facilities for the ITV and IR system.
 

B. Development & Installation of ITV & IR System
Whereas the original time schedule called for development


and installation of the ITV systehi in early 1975, 
 KEDI completed in
 
January 1976 the installation of $1, 570, 000 worth of initial major
 
studio equipment. The one-year delay resulted from complexities
 
involved in turnkey for studio
a contract the equipment following
 
open competitive bidding procedures. The equipment 
 is being
 
utilized in the production of ITV and IR programs.
 

C. Developrrnen of Curriculum and Instructional Materials 

For teachers of elementary school subjects in grades 
3,4,5 and 6, KEDI has developed students' learning guides, teachers'
 
guides, and ITV and IR guides. KEDI staff members are now pre
paring students' learning guides and teachers' guides for all subjects
 
of grades 1 and 2 of the elementary school, while they are also 
preparing the same materials for the subjects English, Korean 
language, mathematics, social studies, national history and skill 
learning for the middle school. 

D. Professional Preparation of Teachers, Administrators and 
R&D Personnel 

Realizing the importance of educating officials and 
professional personnel, KED'I has provided adequate training for a 
total of 4010 school administrators, supervisors and teachers from 
pilot and cooperative from to date, to themschools, 1973 sensitize 
to their role in the new educational system. The original target 
planned by KEDI called for for total oftraining a 3,912 administrative/
professional personnel, a goal which KEDI accomplished. In regard to 
training of KEDI R&D personnel, see Participant Training, II. A. 4, of 
this report. By training the 25 members of KEDI staff mentioned in 
II. A. 4, KEDI accomplished the planned target. However, KEDI 

desires to provide .some further training in order to be better pre
pared for the demands of nation-wide implementation. 



III. Outputs and Output Indicators (Cont'd) 

E. Production of ITV and IR Programs 

Out of the targeted number of 8000 instructional hours of

learning program. 
 and materials including approximately 2, 650

hours of ITV and IR programs, KEDI has produced a 
 total of 5300
instructional hours including 540 instructional hours of ITV and IR
 
programs (324 hours of ITV and 218 
 hours of IR programs). This
accomplishment accounts for '66. of total3% the target, with 20. 3%

of the ITV and IR programs completed. The delay in production

of the ITV and IR programs resulted 
 from the one-year delay in
installation of studiothe equipment, a situation which is described

in III. B. above. Being fully aware 
 of the del.-y in production of

the ITV/IR programs for the E-M 
 project, KEDI has been
expediting this production work and will continue to accelerate its
 
efforts to meet the targe.t by the end of 1977.
 

F-. Development of Measurement Devices 

Realizing the critical importance of measurement tools

in the validation of curriculum and instructional materials KEDI
 
has developed a total of 648 achievement tests including 
 137
diagnostic tests, 307 formative tests and 204 summative tests. 

G. Just as any major innovative effort in curriculum change
normally meets strong resistance, because it represents a threat
 
to teachers, administrators 
 and the educational status quo, the
E-M Project was no exception. By its very nature, 
 the new 
educational program represents a dramatic change from the traditional
educational system of chalk, rotetalk and memorization to a coordi
na~ed modern system xkith such instructional innovations as new content, 
new differentiated staffing patterns among teachers, revised methods

of student grouping and school organization, and instruction 
 through
programmed materials, radio and television. The nature of these 
changes required a strong public relations program to overcome 
resistance and to gain adequate public support. In meeting this
difficult challenge, KEDI has performed in such an outstanding 
manner that hasKEDI been able to distribute its pilot schools 
throughout the nation instead of limiting them to one city. See IV.
B. 2. d. for information on the magnitude of the public relations 
program implemented by KEDI. 



-. ;-0LCT NO0. PAR~ FOR PERIOD: 	 PAR EUiATNO 

IV. PROJECT PURPOSE 

1. c. i r oso as currently envisaged. 	 2. Some as in PROP? EJ YES E NO 

The purpose of this project is to 	establish a pr'ogram by 1977 to'demonstrate 
a more 	 efficient and higher quality instructiona.l.'system at the elementary and 
middle school levels. 

D. 	 1. Ccnd;:.ons which will exist when
 
purpose is achioved. 2. Evidenco to dato of progress. toword those conditions.
 

a. An improved instructional a. KEDI has contducted small-scale
 
system for cgrAdes.l through 9 try-outs in grades'Z,3,4 and 5 to demonstrate the
an Aun 	 tioninaz
validated/in 18 pilot scrrools. 	 quality and efficien y of the system in 16 elementary'
 

pilot schools*: and' 145 cooperative schools, both
 
groups distributed nation-wide,
 

b. A significant number of E-M b. KEDI is condu.ting comprehensive demonstrations 
schools nation-wide applying for to complete validation of the elementary program. 
utilization of the new instructional 
program. 

c. Professional capability for c. KEDI has developed instructional materials for
 
installing the new instructional English and science of middle school and try-outs
 
system 	on a national basis, for validation purpose in two pilot schools
 

are scheduled for -.arly 1977.
 

d. In order to'gain public support 	for the E-M 
project from government, Korean educational circles, 
school administrato-rs and teachers and parents,KEDI has conducted seminars 	 (Cont'd) 

V. PROGRAMMING GOAL 
A. £tcemc.nt 	 of Provr~nln ;g Goal 

The goal of this project is to increase the efficiency. and quality of the elementary 
and middle school educational system. 

S. 	 L:,q aeChiev emnt of tho proiect purpose moko a significant contribution to the prog abmming goal, given the magnitude of tho notional
 
proL:em? Cite eviaence.
 

Given the fact' that expenditures for personnel (teachbrs, administrators and other 
staff) accounted for the lion's share of the national .expenditure for education, KEDI 
designed an educational system which would address the problem of cost-effective
ness. This system is to increase the student/teachei: ratio and increase the 
productivity of each teacher in relation to students taught, thereby eventually 
reducing the number of personnel 	 required and contr'ibuting to a more cost
effective educational system. The second major thrust of the new system is to 
elevate the quality of education.by departure from the conventional instruction 
limited to teacher, textbook and 	 rote memorization..to the introductibn of modern 
approaches including the inquiry method, problem-s .ving techniques, self-learning 
method, individualized and small and/or large group'.instruction, differentiated (Cont'di 
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IV. B.2. Evidence to date of progress toward these conditions (Cont'd) 

and a significant number of meetings with superintendents of city/ 
provincial boards of education and directors of educational research 
institutes in addition to an international conference in November 1974, 
in which outstanding U.S. scholars participated. As a result of the 
KEDI pL blic-relations effort, KEDI has gained widespread public 
support which enabled KEDI to implement the demonstration program 
and precipitated voluntary requests for utilization of KEDI materials 
from a large number of cooperative schools. 

e. In response to a growing number of requests from schools to 
become KEDI cooperative schools and thereby to use KEDI-developed 
materials, KEDI selected 145 schools, a group which KEDI judged to 
be professionally manageable. The 145 current cooperative schools 
have clearly indicated their firm desire to utilize the new instruc
tional pvogram as KEDI moves toward nation-wide implementrtion. 

f. When KEDI was established in August 1972, KEDI staff included 
6 Ph.D. and 8 Master's degree holders, and the current staff has 
8 Ph.D. and 58 Master's degree holders. From 1973 to date, 
twenty five members of KEDI staff have received U.S. training for 
a period of 3 to 16 months in short-term or long-term programs 
to develop their professional capability to conduct the R&D work of 
KEDI. Of the 25 participants mentioned above, 5 have completed 
their Ph.D. course work and of this number, 2 have received their 
Ph. D. degree and the other 3 are currently completing their 
dissertations. In addition to the group of 25 U.S. trained staff, 
KEDI has recruited a few other Ph.Ds, trained in the U.S. with 
funds other than KEDI project funds. 

g. FSU has provided consultative services equivalent to a total of 
32 consultant-months in the areas of curriculum development,
 
instructional materials, R&D, and the application modern
of techno
logy to the educational process. FSU has played a major rol2 in 
establishing linkages between KEDI and leading U.S. centers for 
educational technology. 
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IV. B. 2. (Cont'd) 

h. The facts that the MOE has assigned to KEDI important 
research tasks involving educational policy and that MOE has 
infornally signalled their intention tc implement the KEDI system 
nation-wide indicate objectively that KEDI's professional capability 
is highly regarded by the MOE. 

V. 	 B. Will the achievement of the project purpose make a 
significant contribution to the programming goal, given 
the magnitude of the national problem? Cite evidence. (Cont'd) 

teacher staffing and utilization of programmed instruction (PI) and 
instructional television (ITV) and radio (IR) programs. 

The validation of the KEDI program showed that the KEDI 
system has responded to the two-fold problem of cost effectiveness 
and quality education. This validation has been acknowledged by 
teachers and administrators involved in tryouts and demonstrations. 
of the E-M i ram and by leaders in the educational community.; 

Because of the unanticipated success of KEDI in gaining public 
support and because of the need to validate the KEDI program 
on a nation-wide basis, KEDI was able ta select pilot schools 
distributed throughout the nation rather than limiting the pilot 
schools to only one city as envisaged in the initial stage. 




